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I Seniors Begin To Raise
Challenge Week Money

Students For Hart
Sponsor Panel

i

By TAUULA DSUIQI

"Hart Is concerned with the welfare of the future generation. Be
realizes that in order for the U.S. to
compete 'successfully

By PATRICIA BAUERLE

with coun-

tries such as Japan and the

it wm be imperative to
stimulate and improve the teaching
of math, science, computer technology, communication skills and foreign languages," stated Harney
IfacFadyen.
'
"Senator Hart's 'economic programs are designed to keep a
stable national and world economy
and to abolish the lopsided tax
system that we have now, remarked Ian Fried.
"Hart would rebuild the Department of Interior and the EJJL. to
become the protectors of American
U.S.S.R.

environment

and natural
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dis-

cussed education and social issues,
Gordon Landis talked about defense and arms control, while Bill
Hinehman wound up the speeches
by discussing Hart's foreign policy.
After the presentations, questions
were taken from the audience.
Stodents fat attendance were primarily concerned with the Middle

East

Panel member Ian Fried reminded the audience that Senator Hart
supports Israel as a strong ally,
while Bill Hinehman explained
on
Hart's concern for dependency
"
'.
foreign elL
Other "MninM included Senator
stand on abortion
Hart's
with programs and aid to help
,
.'
coBtttoed on Page
pro-choi-ce
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Summer Session
Registration
PLANNING ON SlJjAiER SES
SION? To insure space in the
Icourses of your choke
Kor summer courses at the registra
tion period on Saturday morning.
There will be a special summer
session table.
For information about courses
contact Susan Figge, est 2575. or
Icome to the table on Saturday.
pre-regist- er

fund-raisin-

"which-humorousl-y

x

-
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Senior Challenge Week has begun
ana pledges are now being accepted at Lowry Center.
The "week marks the focus 'of the
fundraising challenge between the
seniors and the tenth reunion class
for contributions to the Wooster
Fund.
To further increase the amount of
participation, the Joyce Foundation
of Chicago is matching every gift
given by a first-tim- e
donor to the
Wooster Fund with two dollars for
every one dollar received.
g
The
began last night
wua tae presentation of the tarn
Aaimaffionaa '
Following the dm, senior John
Warner showed a film
relates the challenge of
LS. with the challenge of the senior
challenge committee." said lfary
Anne Gorman, the Assistant Director of Development whose primary
responsibility is the Wooster Fund.
"We want to create a greater
awareness of the Wooster Fund,"
said Gorman, "because foundations
and corporations look at participation in considering giving Wooster
a major grant"
Last: year t7.C3.C0e .was raised
for th Wooster, Fund, and tMs-yathe goal has been set for f2j0,(X
.Last year the tenth reunion class
won the Senior Challenge by only a
small margin, "but this year the
seniors are really going for it"
said Gorman.
This year's tenth reunion class,
the Class of 7. has accumulated
23 participation in raising money
for the Wooster Fund.
-The Class of '74 also has a
--

These and other points- were

presented by five members , of the
College of Wooster Students for
Hart organization in a panel discussion last Thursday, April 5 in Low-- :
ry Center Pit.
After an Introduction by the mod-er-a
tor .each panel member presented Senator Hart's policy points on
important issues.
Ian Fried began with economic
issues. Dan SikorsxJ continued with
the topics of energy and environ-

i

i

re-

sources," said Dan SlkorsxL
"Once we have a conventional
military, we will not need nuclear
deterrents in Europe. Gary Hart
recognizes that there is aa additional goal to arms control-- not national survival, but world survival,"
added Gordon Landis.
"Hart has said that his administration would emphasize diplomacy
first, regional action second, and
limited force third in response to
rebellion or. disorder. This it in
iiarp contrast to simply sending in.
the marines." said Eia Ksncnman.

.
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of the many
Oris sehiRins! and Kea Beveridze try out
computers presented by companies at last Wednesday's
computer Fair.

Brode Examines World War
Propaganda At Convocation
By KAREN SAFIO
"The Graphic Arts Go To War.
subject of Kevin Brode's senior
LS was the topic of his convocation lecture in Lowry Center pit on
Tuesday morning.
Brode explained that he had become interested in the topic when
his advisor Arn lewis suggested
that he look at a collection of World
War Two propaganda posters In the
Wooster Archives for some inspiration for his LS. "What interested
me most about these posters,"
commented Brode. "was their power to completely stimulate an entire nation."
"The wide use of propaganda
posters in wartime actually began
during World War I," explained
Brode. In fact, they were used so
widely at that time that the American public was totally sick of them.
During the second world war, there
was not much enthusiasm for propaganda posters until after Pearl
Harbor..
Brode stated. "The first task of
the successful poster artist was to
break the war down into. simple
terms which the general public
could easily understand and identify with." ....
This meant presenting the conflict as a fundmental good vs. bad
scenario.1 The enemy was characterized as the absolute epitome of
--

committee that eaeourages its
class members td participate, but
Gorman explained that the Class of

M has an advantage because its
members live on campus.
Each member of the Senior Chalevil and absurdity, while Americans portrayed such wholesome lenge Committee wrote a personal
classmates, encouragideals as freedom, patriotism, reli- note to
ing: them to participate fat the
gion, thrift and hard work.
'
An essential part of the war Challenge.
poster campaign was an effort to
make Americans on the home front
feel important to the' war effort
This was the Idea behind pesters
urging Americans to keep Quiet
about .troop movements and to be
groups.
sore to Join
Posters encouraging Americans
to increase war production may
Cy E2SLT B3AGS .
have had more of an actual Impact
Experimental Theater will come
on the eventual outcome of the war.
Wooster as Russ White and his
American production daring war to
troupe attempt to
time increased by nearly 28 per- improvisational
campus
awareness
increase
However,
commented
Brode
cent
study.
independent
his
through
that It is dXScutt to assess Just how
White's main, purpose is to "disgreat a role the propaganda poster cuss
relevant issues which few
had in this growth.
people
ever -- really talk, about.,
. Graphically, war posters had to
war. hunger, rape; and
nuclear
be - artistically inviting; using also to. entertain
aa active audisharp; clear images that immedi- ence."
eye.
capture
ately caught the
To
improvisations will take
public attention these posters had-- i The forms,
one of which is adoptthree
to have an instant affect.
IMO's style of The
from
the
ed
posters.
The most successful
Living
Theater.
Brode explained, were those which ' The audience will play a crucial
presented a clear message through part in the success of the project
both graphics and text .
hopes "the audience will be
The posters Brode used in his LS. White
and involve themselves."
project will be oa display in Lowry receptive
aspect
particular
One
the Im- Center Curing the rest of this week. provisational Troupe's ofperform
10-1- 3

'

Each person who pledges this
at Lowry Center will receive
a button and win be asked to sign .
hisher name on - a leaf of the
money tree.
The Senior Challenge Committee
stresses that even a dollar wO help
since the Senior Challenge is based
upon the percentage of participating class members rather than the
amount donated by each particiweek

.

pant

:

Although the Senior Challenge
can only benefit from participating

pledge. .

For these persons who did not
make donations last year to the
Wooster Fund, the Joyce Foundation will match their gifts cf any
size with two dollars for every one
dollar received. For those persons
who did make donations last year,
the Joyce Foundation wCl eociri
ute one dollar for every one dsZar
receivedw

j

te

:

Kt

chairperson ef the Information

Committee; Andrew ISoora, chairperson ef the Publicity Committee
and Janet ScheEhase and Patricia
Youngberg.
of the
co-chairper-sons

Challenge Week Committee.

Inprovisat i 6 n al
.

,

"

The College of Wooster Is one of
only eight coSeges and nniversUies
to be awarded a grant of tLis type.
The College f Wooster was selected: on the .basis - cf rrevioas
tod-ri- i
Izx
participation in
the Wooster Fund and .upon tee
visitation of Joyce Foundation representatives to the college wten
they spent time talking to students
and administration.
The Joyce Foundation grant of
t3.000.CC9 ever a period cf two
years expires in December.
Presently, new terms are ia tie
process of being set for next year.
Members of the Senior Challenge
Committee iaelude Ben LeVan.
chairperson of the Senior ChaSenge
Committee; Kristea Nieewander.

I.S. Project Exaxni nes

car-shari-ng

--

seniors and the tenth reunion class
members, the Joyce Foundation
gives an incentive for everyone to

TIi e a t re

ance which White stresses is that of
the movements done to the music
of Pink Floyd and David Bowie.
. Another area of interest anticipated is "Stamp the Troupe." Ttis
is an opportunity for the audience
to suggest improvisations for the
troupe to act out and at the same
time challenge the cast
The group is. composed of seven
students who auditioned earlier t&is
year.
White's advisor. Annette Jerier- alded him in the decision to
Into improvisational thea
ter for the project '
The actors include Steve Price,
Kimberly Burris, Dave Romick.
JCathy Armstrong Ka thy Peck. Syl- vie Jeanne and If ark Barter.
Continued on Pare 4 --
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The Right And Left...
Leading Nowhere

a

ii ii

I have been a part of this college's much maligned
journalism world for approximately a year now. But it is not.
from time to
the aspersion that is particularly aggravating
critics. Instead,. what has
time we all tend to be arm-chaoften been most frustrating is the' method that many people
use to express themselves in the name of dialogue.-Obviously, one of the major functions oPthis publication
is the expression of student ideas. Yet there often seems to be
a dichotomy between what people want to read and that noble
aspiration, "the expression of ideas." The fact is that many ,
people seem to have trouble avoiding the journalistic black
hole known as smut. In the name of controversy, the literary .
expression of ideas often turns into written personal attacks
. at the expense of any possible value in open discussion.
To understand this argument one must understand the
recent history of this publication. Never in the history of
journalism has a newspaper gone through the radical
changes in political orientation that this paper has endured
through the last four years. Throughout this period, the
paper's center of attention has always been the editorial
section, and the political viewpoint expressed in that section.
The editor would write his brand of political rhetoric and half
the campus would respond by telling him what a jerk he was.
The right vs. left jargon becomes very predictable in
such situations, almost generic; just fill in the blanks each
week according to the issue of your choice. While all this is
done in the name of controversy, its value is rather dubious
and it often borders on trashy entertainment. It is of
name
to the campus to promote the
calling of right vs. left rhetoric.
The first question I was asked after joining the newspaper staff was where my views fell on the political spectrum
right, left, or somewhere is the middle. I was caught
by the question because I really didn't see. and I still
don't' see. what my political views have to do with the
operation of this newspaper.
As a reaction to such recent history, this year's paper has
and emphasis has been taken
been purposely
away from the editorial section, not because political opinion
is inherently less worthwhile, but because its prominence in
the paper had outgrown its importance. Emphasis has been
placed on the improvement of other sections of the paper
such as sports and artsentertainment -- but unfortunately
these areas do not seem to capture as much student
attention.
A newspaper should not be used as the personal property
of the editor and the vehicle for the exclusive expression of
hisher ideas. Instead, in a very real sense, this publication is
a student newspaper. Throughout the year many students
have expressed their opinions in the editorial column, and
those opinions have not always been held by the editors.
We have operated all year under the assumption that the
two most important functions of the paper center around
education: 1) To help students learn how to write, and 2) To
- promote the worthwhile expression of campus ideas.
We, as a staff, have tried to avoid, and often censored.,
the use of personal attacks in writing. If that has been at the
expense of controversy, so be it, for that is not the kind .of
controversy this campus needs.
Tom Hetrick
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Food Service Article
Provokes Responses

de-politiciz-

Editors:
tear on the carpet! I dont see why
Before printing an article like "A that is any of your concern in the
Schizophrenic Look at Food Serv- first placet The way it is now. the
ice" I personally think- - that you carpet gets enough wear and tear
should have gotten more informa- from some of the messy students! .
As for the real turkeys that are
tion on the subject.
For instance, why cant you just displayed at - Thanksgiving - time,
cooperate with Food Service, in- dont you think you should be proud
stead, of being so difficult? Are the to think Food Service goes to all
things they ask you to do so terri- the trouble of trying to convert the
ble?
cafeteria into a special holiday
As for the milk machine, I really atmosphere. Now really! A pressed
don't think that is any of your turkey breast or roll as yon
concern. That is for the managers claimed that we serve, is really a
to know about. As long as you have turkey with the bones removed!
mux with your meal, I wouldn't
How many colleges do you know
worry about it!
of that have special meals for the
As for "Wounded Cantaloupes," students: Thanksgiving, Easter,
or "Half Eaten Apples." I dont Valentines, Halloween, the Potato
recall seeing any of these such Bar. Steak and Prime Rib, etc.
things.
I dont know of any colleges that
If you don't like to eat with the will do that for their students! You
athletes, eat at a different time. We should appreciate what you've got!
Linda Good
like to see every student get a good
hot meaL
. The reason
for the salad bar
being moved was to save wear and

ed

ed
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Meeting Set

For NAACP
THE WOOSTER VOICE
Editors-in-Cai-

Tom Hetrick
Paul Miller

ef

News Editor

.'

.

Photo Editor

Emily Drag
Elisabeth Korenlan

Adrerttsing Manager

Cutis McLaughlin

Business Manager

C Attier
.

Sports Editors

The NAACP's next meeting will
be next Tuesday. April IT at 7 p.m.
in the BSA Lounge in Douglass
Basement. Elections for new. offl- . cers will take place. All are invited
to attend and participate. Plans
'
and coals for next year will also be
discussed. Contact Tye Williams at
X27U for any T?????; - -
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'Tom Ward
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JonnStanleton

Staff'
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Karen Sapio. Sarah McGraw. Frans Jantzen. Susan R. Jones. Chris
Lose. Sue Liggett. Chuck Craig. John Wilkinson. Mac Squier.
Stephanie Tan. Amy Weisberger. Patricia Banerte. Ian Fried.
Cheryl Lower. Marc Miller. Drew VandeCreek. Carol Pearson. Dong
Chflcott. David Boop. Don Sandford. Quiney Adams. Dave Bryan.
Lis Garner.
v.....
.

LIORE FItATS FALL
INTO TROUBLEUniversity of Lowell President
William Hogan has warned .. the

New Guest List

For Ichabod's

-

' A new
list procedure' for
Ichabod's has been announced. Ichabod's guest list will now be available at Lowry Center's front desk
until f :45 each Friday and Saturday evening, and until midnight all
other nights.
Any student who wishes to bring
a guest to Ichabod's may sign their
guests up at the front desk' during
these hours or in the SAB office
:
from W a.m. to 3
who
Guests
are not on either" of
these two lists will not be admitted.
'-gu-

flat-foot-

Editors:

est

p-- mJ
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B-borr-
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Boxc-a- n

.

Free Vaccines
Offered Again

- The student health service will be
offering a repeat vaccine program
for students who were unable to
participate in February.?- Vaccine win be given on Monday.
April is, from. 10 a.m. to p.m. in
Lowry Center.
No needles are used; the vaccine
is given by an injection gun (water
pressure)- Students may check to
see if they-nee-d
the vaccine by
caning Hygeia before then or by
inquiring at Lowry on vaccine day.
A mini health fair wi3 run at the
same time. '
..-

-

-

-
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CIA RECRUITER DALE

PETERSON SAYS STUcampus's six frateraites they'll DENTS ARE CREASING
DOWN DOORS TO

face abolition if they dont hold
- down the noise and start cooperating with their neighbors by the
summer.
And the University of Maryland
has revoked Alpha Epsflon Pi's

I found Mac Squire's "Schizophrenic Look at Food Service"
more paranoid than schizophrenic
and sufficiently humorless to inspire a defense of the silent millions of microorganisms with which
I happily keep company.
If the microorganisms which Mr.
Squire so detests do indeed. look
like "the creations of a deranged
movdirector of Japanese
ies" then I should think he would
find them to be a welcome' relief;
horror movies are certainly far more entertaining than either
Food Service or The Wooster Voice.
and generally better written than
his article.
I would suggest that Mr. Squire
try spending as much time thinking
about the reasons for Food Service's frugality as he apparently
does about the colonization of his
eyelids by life forms about which
he evidently knows very little. .
Jennifer Hack

-'-.'.

e

no-servic-

back-and-for- th

THE
AGENCY.
-

Peterson says campus recruiting,
which used to be marred by picketing at best and violent confrontations at worst, has been going great
charter because it required its for the agency this year.
pledges to steal as part of their
He attributes the change to a
- --inttiatioav risen . - - .. -- . - resurgence of patriotism...
--

NOTES' FROL2 ALL

JOB? OVER v

Most Kentucky students say
they'll gladly pay more in student
fees in return for better student
government services ...
- Swarthmore says itll rat back on
merit scholarships and Student
loans
to make more outright grants to needy students
.
in-ord-er

.

--
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SAB Chairpersons Offer New Ideas

DOUG HART,. Chairperson et tie
Students Activities Board. Unfortunately, there are many mlsper-ceptioregarding the Student's
Activities Board. Yet, how can one
take S.A.B.lightly?
Specific S.A.B. committees program such a wide variety of
events: films; Ichabod's. bands,
travel trips, art displays. Homecoming, College Bowl, performers.
Short Courses, speakers, recreation
and certain programs from the
minority perspective, just to name
a few.
Students who want to have a say
in what is programmed here at
Wooster need only to join a committee.
For this reason. I became interested in SJLB. I hope more people
will understand that they too can
have a voice in planning extracurricular activities, as college life
obviously entails more than just,
academies.'
My box isand I hope to
have some input from the College
ns

Digest
A

-

Brief Summary

Of National And

International Events

.

Compiled by Chris Loss

.

(Philadelphia) In this week's
Pennsylvania Democratic primary,
the polls show Walter llondale to
be favored over the other Democratic presidential hopefuls, Gary
Hart and the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
Former Vice President Mondale
received 41 of the poll vote. Gary
Hart 35 and Jackson 15.
About 1.7 million Democrats are
expected to east ballots to determine the distribution of the state's
Its delegates.
Disputes between Hart and lion-da-le
have shifted away from foreign policy to Jobs, steel unemployment and Reaganomics.
llooAikt won the New York pri'
mary last week.
Saturday in the Wisconsin caucuses, Mondale beat 'Hart and
Jackson, reversing an earlier
primary which showed
'
Hart in the lead.
of the
lfondale ' received 59
vote. Hart 31
and Jackson .8,
determining the alignment of the
state's 78 delegates.
(Washington) The mining' of
harbors, which Congressional sources say was carried out
by CIA agents, plus the Reagan
administration's decision to remove
its Central American policies from
World Court Jurisdiction, provoked
a furor in Congress, as Nicaragua;
appealed to the World Court to halt
U.S. 7 support' for
'
rebels.
Congressional leaders predicted
that the actions doomed the administration's request for further funds
for covert operations in Nicaragua.
Before Nicaragua's petition, the
U.S. said it did not recognize the
court's right in cases involving
Central America for the next two
years.
Earlier, the administration announced plans were being drawn
for the possible use of U.S. troops
in the region, if current strategies
for defeating leftist forces fatt. In a
'speech. Reagan criticized Congress
for being too reluctant to use force
to gain foreign policy goals.

--

.
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Ni-earag-

anti-governme-
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(Cape Canaveral) Challenger's

'

.

astronauts will try again to tow the
Solar Maximum satellite into the
shuttle bays for repair "after failing
rescue attempts Sunday.
- The space shuttle was short on
fuel for maneuvering, but still has
"a fighting chance" for success,
said flight officials.
The SoUr If ax repair : was the
main purpose' of the, 11th space
shuttle flight.
(Beirut) Lebanon's warring factions agreed on a military disengagement plan lfonday at a meeting at the presidential palace. '
The pact would separate contendat many points along
ing m'""
fathe front, said government
'
,
cials. .
However, agreement! was not
reached on a buffer zone.
Sniper fire and skirmishing along
the Green line dividing the city
.

.

continued 'as tensions remained

r
high.
- (Moscow) The Kremlin dismissed

s
initiaReagan's
.
tive as propaganda.
The Soviet News Agency Tass
said the proposal for a global toxic
weapons ban was a mask for VS.
itffffcp1"g at chemical weapons. chemical-weapon-

..
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.
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DAVID DEAN.' College BowL The

reason I applied for an SA.B.

position is that I wanted to cary out
the same high quality programs the

.

non-bindi-

C-U- Ot

-

past, board created .while also

Byron Elliott, Gary
The new SAB chairersons: Top, left to right. Kevin Weeks, Joe Koss, Bottom,
left
Peterson. Ross Welchel. Keith Custis, Ifichele Kapur. and Tim Miller.
Hart. Barbara Pang.
David Dean. Chuck Ryan, Holly Zapf, Jennifer Parker,' Pat Parker. Dong
. .
Not present: Dawn HaghighL
to-righ- t,

S-A.B.

.

MICHELE KAPUR. Art Commit-My experience as an intern
Trying to sum up all my ideas
concerning the S.AB. in one para- working last semester at the Nancy
graph is like explaining what it Hoffaran Gallery in New York momeans to be human in 50 words tivated me to become involved with
S.A.B. and the Art Committee.
(including examples).
While in New York I installed
.The Performing. Arts Committee
hopes to pursue some new pro- works, met and spoke with artists
y
gramming ideas this year. We are and particiapted in the
planning, to present musical enter- activities of the gallery... With this
tainment In Lowry Center, every experience I hope to obtain many
week next semester. ...
diverse exhibits for the Lowry Cen-

KEVIN WEEKS, Performing Arts.

KEITH CURTIS, Recreation Committee. I have been involved in
outdoor recreation my entire life.
Before arriving at The College of
Wooster. I knew I wanted to get
involved in the recreation program.
In the past. I have been involved
in rock climbing, and mountaineering, backpacking, cross-country

skiing, and triathletic.
Rock climbing is my passion and
I did not want to stop clJmbing
after coming to The College. .
ter gallery wan.
This fall the Recreation CommitThe gallery wall is a great way to tee will sponsor weekly rock climbgain exposure and to get involved ing trips to Hinkley, Ohio. We plan
in what people were creating inside to go on a major rock climbing trip
.
and out of Wooster..
to Seneca Rocks. West Virginia
There will also be a varietv ' of during mid-terbreak. .
mini shows in various places in 1 In addition to the rock climbing;
Lowry Center going on at the same the Recreation Committee will
day-to-da-

.

i

adding fresh new Ideas for the
future.'
"'v
-- Because
encompasses the
needs of the student body I wanted
to find better ways to utilize the
resources S.A.B. had so that maxi
mum benefit could be derived tor
the entire campus.
This year Chuck Ryan and I are
the College Bowl committee. We hope to carry over the
same success and creative ideas
the past committee created while
inn cnanging
uruui mu uiai
the College Bowl does not remian
the sit down and answer a question
type of activity... but rather, an
exciting event ta which everyone
particulates. " Only one problem remains. We
need you. the student body, to help
create the kind of College Bowl you
would like to see. We have some
good Ideas and I know you have
some good ones tool So let's fct
together, over a beer and really
breathe some new life Into College
.

Co-Chairi-

ng

ik
'

Before the current year ends, the
campus will enjoy "Close Pursuit."
a popular local band and Michael
Spiro, a folk musician, who has
been very well received in past
performances at The College.
I am always open to new ideas
concerning the Performing Arts
Commttee, so if you have one. drop time as the main exhibits.
sponsor weekly bicycle tours BowlThanx. Box
- ...
.
a note in my box. Box
If yon have any interesting ideas throughout Wayne County as well
of possible shows that yon would as many other recreational activi... like to see at the College let me ties. Look for Recreation this fall!
BoxC-142for kno at
CHUCK RYAN,
College BowL This is my second
term on the &AB."board. serving
as Speakers and Topics chairman
previously.
m u
w My
lt
I have been in many organizations in the past and I feel that
S.A.B. has been one of the most
enjoyable groups I've ever been a
.

m

--

C-14- S3.

C-30-

.

U.

-

--

.

.

...

m

-

C-1I- 90.

2.

eo-ehairper- spn

Prccccscnting

fas itt v

part of.
I'm looking forward to a successful year and hope that students will
voice their opinions concerning College Bowl and S.A.B.
box is

fl SIDWRLK

My

over-al- l.

Cagalns of 50-9- 0

C-2S- 42.

TIM MILLER, Film Committee. At
the end of last year I was trained to
be a projectionist for the film
commmittee. I found showing movies to be fun and I really enjoyed
working with Ben Levan and Craig
Wolf and the other projectionists.

I was very impressed by the
efforts of Ben and Craig to get and
show better movies at the College,
so when the opportunity came up I
applied with Jennifer Parker to be
of the committ- '
the

VldcVartetij of Itee?
in front of
Lowry Center
10 AM -- 2 PM
'

--

co-chairper-

ee.-

son

r

,

--

f -

x-

-

-

;

I hope to be able to solve some of

the current problems we have with
our film equipment and by so doing
make the weekend .films more en
joyable for everyone. My box is C- -'
2291.
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FK1DAY,
APRIL
Mateer Auditorium,
Never
Never

9:30

FILM:

p.m.. $1.00.

Again,

Say

-

7:30 and

.4.

,

- "

OPERETTA: Die Fledennaus. Johann Strauss. Directed by
Annetta Jefferson, Dale Moore, and Kim Tritt; Freedlander Theatre.
8 : is p.m., free to College of Wooster students.
ICHABOD'S: Toga Party and entertainment. 10.--2 a.m.

SATURDAY,
APRIL 14
TRIP:
Acres

and Chapel Hill Malls. Leave Woo

Rolling

SAB
12:30 p.m..

return 8:30 p.m.
FILM: Never Say Never Again. Mateer Auditorium , 7 and
p.m.. $1.00
OPERETTA: Die Fledermaus. Freedlander Theatre. t:15 p.m.
ICHABOD'S: Entertainment, 10-- 2 a.m.

t

15
SUNDAY, APRIL
Jennifer

Downs, MacKensie Gallery,

SENIOR I.S. EXHIBITION:

through April 20.

ART EXHIBIT: It Only Happens Once Every 100 Years: The
Lowry Center.
College of Wooster Alumni Association.
FILM: Nashvine (1974) Robert Altman. director, Mateer Audito1884-198- 4.

rium, 7:30 p.m.

MONDAY,
APRIL 16
B.P. MAIZE CANCELLED

RICHARD G. OSGOOD. JR. MEMORIAL LECTURE: Mass
Extinctions: New Answers. New Questions; David Jablonski. Depart?
ment of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology. University of Arizona,
Lean Lecture Room, 2:15 p.m.

17
TUESDAY, APRIL
and the
Bank. Samuel

CONVOCATION: Geology
L Root.
World
Ross K. Shoolroy. Professor of Natural Resources. Mateer Audito-

.
rium, 11 a.m.
THEATRE: Ghosts of Hiroshima, Lantern Theatre Co.. Oberlin,
Freedlander Theatre. 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 18
THEATRE: Improvisations!

Troupe. Senior LS. by Ross White.

Wishart Hall. 8:15 p.m.
CONCERT: Wooster Jasa Ensemble. Stuart Ling, director;
Howie Smith, alto sax. soloist. McGaw Chapel, 8:15 p.m., admission
charge, free to CO.W. students.
p.m.
ICHABOD'S:
TV Studio,

9--11

THURSDAY, 14APRIL 19
ROYAL LICHTENSTEIN
Driveway, noon.

RING CIRCUS, Lowry Center

THEATRE: Improvisations! Troupe, Senior LS. by Russ White,
Lowry Center Pit, 8 p.m.
FILM : My Fair Lady, Mateer Auditorial , 7 p.m.
MAUNDY THURSDAY SERVICE: Mackey Hall. 7:30 p.m.
8--

Ifembers of Russ White's Improviaational Troupe. See article on this page for details and
performance times.

For The Record
By DREW VANDEBCSE2Z
This record marks a simultaneous high and low: it is a high-poi-

Hiroshima
Production
Ghosts of Hiroshima, a multimedia, production which toured
Ohio in 1982 and spring. 1983, has
been awarded additional funding by
the Ohio Humanities Council and
will make a third tour of Ohio
communities between March 1 and
,

Ghosts' of Hiroshima is performed by the Lantern Theater Co.
of Oberlin and is based on actual
testimonies of those who survived
the 1945 bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. The tour is sponsored by Oberlin College.
Each performance is free and
.
open to the public.
documentary draThe hour-lonma was written by Deborah Lubar.
a former Oberlin College English
instructor who now teaches drama
at Smith College in Massachusetts.
The script' is based on actual
interviews with the survivors of the
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, gathered in 1980 by Oberlin
st
Diana Boose.
Oberlin College ahunna Lillian'
Gabay. an actor in previous tours,
continues her role and also directs
the 1984 company.
In the performance, the stories of
the survivors are Juxtaposed with
nuclear facts and figures spoken by
educators, scientists and government experts.
g"

--

.

ft

i

s

--- i

radio-journali-

:.--

T

The Lantern Theatre Company will perform "Ghosts of
docn-dram-a.
on Tuesday. April 17
Hiroshima' an hour-lon-g
at 7:30 p.m. in Freedlander Theatre. There is no admission
charge.

nt

for the synthetic production of
music, and a sow swing indeed for
the mainstream of pop.

May 14.

V-- v

the road. Each song is buSt around
a fhynHtif synthesizer riff and
features Noon's undistinguished vocals which you've heard 100 times
before.
There is nothing newV interesting,
Tore Ufe"lM a series of cheap
or anything that even show evivignettes on casual love and easy dence of musical roots.
satisfaction backed by a nwnbingly
It appears Berlin is a purely
commercial proposition which
could change their sound with a
swing in popular tastes (Berlin as a
blues band? Country-western"Love Life" Is at its best when
the listener disregards the lyrics
consistent synthesizer pulse.
Terri Nunn sings at two speeds:
Jilted cheerleader and singles bar
addict, neither of which can add
anything to these cliched compositions which are lacking in emotional depth or musical integrity.
Berlin made a. minor splash in entirely. Some of the melodies here
the poprock scene last year with are catchy and ham
m able if noththeir eyebrow-raisin- g
'Tm a man ing else; ' however, the
album's
single. Nothing here has the
content is consistently vapraw panache of that cultural oddi- lyrical
ty; rather this album dives to new id. "Lore Life" suitable fare for
it
depths.
techno-pohard-co-re
While "I'm a man ..." was an
and discriminate collecobvious novelty item, 'Tore Life" tors only.
has more serious pretentions.
"Love Life" seems to be some
sort of suite on. love; cheap and
genuine.
The first three songs describe
stands from minimally
different angles; "No More Words"
and "FaH" vainly attempt to paint
pictures of serious emotion, but
'. Cotitmued from Page I;
come off sounding like pop parody.
As far as modern pop goes,
White.uIm excited, to finalBerlin is squarely in the middle of lySays
get the show in front, of an
audience. I've appreciated all the
work the people in the show have
put into it and I do hope and urge
that everyone comes to see another
side of theater."
The performance schedule for the
Improvisational Troupe:
Wednesday, April 18; 12-- 2 p.m.
Lowry Pit, and 8:15 p-T.V.
Studio (Wishart Hall). Thursday,
April 19; 8 p.m. Lowry Pit Friday, April 20; 8:15 p.m. Shoolroy
.Theatre. 'Admission is free to everyone. ....
.

Berlin

.

.

?)

"Love Life"

."

p

middle-of-the-roade-

rs

Improv
Troupe

:--.

one-nig- ht

i

m.

8--

iWV ii.u, ttUrt

Concert

Saxophonist F
By CUUCS C2AIQ
This Wednesday evening;. April
18, the College - of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble will present , a special
concert at 9:15 in If cGaw ChapeL
Featuring guest artist Howie
Smith, an internationally known
saxophonist,. the concert has been
dedicated by the group to retiring
Director Stuart Ling, the only director the Jazz Ensemble has ever

X,

v.

--

known.

.There wiS be no charge, for
students and college personnel.
The group also performed this
morning at the Cuyahoga Community College Jazz Festival in Cleveland.
Today's appearance at CCC by a
group Dr. Ling terms "the best
Wooster Jazz Ensemble yet" will
be critiqued by ctlnkans from the
:

Jimmy Heath Quartet, Transit

West, and the Sonny Rollins group,
all of which win perform through-

out the course of the

three-da- y

event
V:
'Other groups scheduled to play
.

today include enembles from
Case Western Re-

Wallace,

serve. Central State. Cleveland
State, Denison. Kent State. Lake-

land Community College, Oberlia,
Ohio State, the University of Akron,
and two groups from the host
'
schooL
In addition to featuring the COW
Jazz Ensemble with Howie Smith
COW Jazz
and the
Combo, Wednesday's concert will
Ensemble of
introduce an
area high schol musicians under
the direction of Howie Smith.
Scheduled for performance by
the full ensemble are four charts
which were also performed at CCC
today, including Horace Silver's
ever-popul- ar

ar

f?Fitthy MeNasty."

highly-acclaim-

.

Times, Smith has cut several

records, including "Live and Cook-in- '"
with Phil Wilson, and published a number of works.
: Having previously appeared
at
Tim ken Gym at the College in lsSf
and ltTO as lead alto sax for the
highly acclaimed University of I1U-nois jazz ensemble, . he has ' per-formed with Bob Crosby, Warren
Covington, Les Elgart, the Bridge-water brothers and vocalist Dee
Dee, besides composing and per- forming for television and films as
wen as symphonic and chamber
ensembles.
In 1S73 Smith received a presti- gious Fulbright scholarship to set
up the first jazz studies program in
Australia, remaining at the. New.
South Wales Conservatorium
through 117 as Director of Jazz
Studies.
Prior to joining the faculty of.
Cleveland State University in UTS.
he held a similar post at Northern
Illinois University.
His visit mark the second consecutive year in which the Jazz
Ensemble has' been joined by a
prominent guest soloist for its final
concert, having featured euphonin-mist Rich If atteson last spring.
In addition to being the final
appearance' for Dr. Ling, three
seniors are also concluding their
association , with the Jazz Ensemble. Guitarist Xfae Squiernd trombonist Jim UMch and Dave Kerr
wiU graduate this year.
MUSIC NOTES: This Sunday at
MeGaw ChapeL the Wooster Brass
will participate in the morning
worship on the occasion of Palm
Sunday, offering selections by
Brahma.- Palestrina and GabrieUL
.

Baldwin--

All-St-

displaying a versatility of style and
a variety of jazz idioms.
Howie Smith, director of the
Cleveland State Jazz Ensemble,
win lecture, teach improvisation
courses and conduct rehearsals
during his stay here on Tuesday
and Wednesday.
Described as "an exciting and
versatile soloist" by the New York

ed

Sammy Nestico versoa of
George Gershwin's "Strike Up the

Band." Victor Young's "Room
and a Toshiko AkJyosbi chart

COS",

titled "Lazy Day."
After a few selections by the
combo. Howie Smith wQ Join the
foil ensemble as guest soloist for
several of his own compositions

Under the direction of Mr. William Fay, the Brass previously
appeared on the Wooster Chorus
Christmas Program.
Sunday the 15th is also the date
for . a recital of student compositions by Karl Helming and Barry
Coleman, both of whom are music
majors who have studied the art of
composition extensively under Dr.
Jack Gallagher and Dr. Paul
Schwartz.
The program, which will begin at
7:30 in Mackey Hall, will consist of.
a variety of works by both student
composers.
On Thursday. April IS. the Uusie
Department will present the final
program in its series of Thursday
morning student recitals.
will be held at U
. The concert
a.m. in llcGaw ChapeL
A number of music students are
scheduled to perform pieces from
various genres and style periods,
As with all" Department recitals,
the public is welcome to attend free
of charge,
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"Speakeasy" is a karamu prothat win be held in Lowry
Smith wQ join the CoSere of booster
Center Ballroom at p.m. on Sun--. Saxophonist Howie coming
Wednesday evening far a concert
this
Ensemble
Jan
day, April 15.
.
,."Speakeasy" is a ragtime musi- honoring retiring Director Stuart ling.
cal depicting the life during Prohibition; particularly the black role
in this period of time.
Speakeasies were nightclubs that
helped Negro artists display their
unique talents and establish themselves as viable components of the
!
3 1
ii
artistic community.
Admission to this performance Is
v..
free.
duction
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The ragtime musical "Speakeasy" wd be performed
p.m. on Sunday, Apru 15..
Lowry Center Ballroom at
Admission to this performance is free.
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House-37C- 3

Northfield Rd.
Shaker Heights, Ohio
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On April 15 the Black Forum
Committee of the Student Activities
Board wfll be scheduling the performances of the play "Speakea-

ULvM
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Ragtime Musical gpV
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Golf v Tennis
Tourneys Hosted

SpOFtS

This weekend. The College of
Wooster golf and tennis teams will

Scots Rip Big Red;
Woo Tennis Now 10-- 5

ed

-

D-D- ay

6-- 3.

4--

5.

9--

6-- 1,

6-- 4.

4--

6-4,- 6-1.

fierce concentration and volleys of

enthusiasm throughout the

con-

tests.

The little general had nothing but
praises for his Tennis Corps. Schilling stated. "This victory was a
great tribute to every Wooster
player. They showed relentless determination." He added with a
smile. "They've avoided the emotional peaks and valleys, they play
as a team, go out of their way to
help- - each other, and they are
routinely unselfish."
After the Denison match Schilling
proved he's unselfish too. Even
mighty MacArthur would drag his
men to every watering bole in the
South Pacific. Heck, if your warriors can't have a victory beer they
should settle for a victory burger.
And settle the Tennis Scots did for
about fifteen of them.

tXZ--z&r-.
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Last Monday the Hard Memorial
courts turned blood red.
There were no swords, no maces,
just vicious forehands and backhands. There were no sieges, no
blitzkriegs, just well executed singles and doubles strategies. And
there was no Patton. just a little
Napoleon in a Bean parka who
paraded from court to court giving
troops.
guidance to his
Tennis Scots Coach Hayden Schilling has a marvelous knack of
keeping his talented team away
from the emotional landmines of
fastpaced competitive tennis. He
also knows how to get- the boys up
for the big battles. On this day the
Tennis Scots re enacted their own
as they dropped
version of
the bomb on the Big Red
The Scots (10-- overall. 0 in the
OAC) had not beaten the powerful
Denison Netmen in over twelve
years. However. Wooster was coming off of consecutive 0 victories
over Youngstown State and Ober-li- n,
and Coach Schilling and the
Scots were confident about the
confrontation. Schilling asserted.
".They thought they had a chance to
win, but you just have to respect a
team like Denison." Schilling added that the Scots were going to
have a Hiffimit time in many of the
matches, due to the fict that the
Big Red were strong all the way
through their lineup, and that they
had grown accustomed to winning
many matches.
Wooster unleashed the big guns
early and the defending OAC
Champs were hit hard. Fourth singles man Gary Peterson' disposed
and top
of his opponent
netman Bob Savitt broke out of a 4
deadlock in the first set to vanquish his longtime foe Bill Babeox
well-train-

.......

K

By THOMAS WARD

Netman Gary Peterson caresses a backhand versus Denison.
Peterson defeated his opponent 6--1. 6-- as the Scots downed
Photograph by Mare Miller.
the Big Red
4,

6-- 3.

Lax Racks Three Straight
The Scots Lax team has racked
up three straight wins against Allegheny, Mount Union and Kenyon
Colleges over the past week to

offense 'dominated the faceoffs as
Rob Toher and Freshman Bill
Wood took 17 of 24.
v The defense was highlighted by
aggressive doubling on the part of
hard hitting Senior Bobby Rettm-ge- r.
The close defensemen,s along
with Hettinger, were Seniors Mark
BofUotat and Jim Rogan. who did a
commendable Job of shutting down
the strength of Kenyan's offense.
They atsoeontrttMtedto the well
--

host a pair of very important tournaments The Beckler Parlor Invitational Golf tournament and the
Great Lakes Coaches Association
Tennis tourney.
The Scot golfers, after a pair of
somewhat successful home course
tournaments, will try to get their
games in full swing for the two day
Beckler-Parlo- r.
Round one of this
tournament will be held at the
Wooster Country Club, while Saturday's competition is slated for the
Boles Momorial Course.
The GLCA tournament offers tennis fans an opportunity to see some
of the nation's premiere Division
sportin tennis. This tournament
ing five of the nation's top twenty
teams, will begin today and conclude tomorrow. Wooster' will do
battle with top seed Kalamazoo
(currently ranked fourth in the
nation) DePauw. Denison,' Ohio '
Wesleyan and five other schools on
the Hard Memorial courts.
Everyone is encouraged to come
out and enjoy some of the finest
college sport that Ohio has to offer.

TURNING THE TABLES.

THE U.S. FOOTBALL
LEAGUE SUES THE
AMERICAN

7--2.

--

6--

11-1-0.

-

alentRfl

:

Begin season

6-- 2,

3-- 6,

7-- 5,

.

7-- 5.

6-- 3.

6--4.

--

6-- 2.

2-- 6.

.

4--6.

7--

(7-2-

6--

--

6--4.

6--

co-ca- p-

,

.

--

--

5--

.

un-dergr-
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Coach Schilling labeled John
Morlidge's match as "an absolute
key match, John was going to have
a difficult time against his opponent." Morlidge responded to the
challenge dropping Denison's number two man
Freshman Dave Baka and senior
Tom Hetrick played well but lost in
close matches. And' fifth singles
man Doug Hart rebounded to shell
his adversary
The Tennis Scots went into the
doubles up 4 to 2 and Schilling
could not have been more pleased.
He remarked. "I felt we were
clearly going to win.' .Our first
doubles team is capable of winning
anywhere, and Peterson and Baka
have not lost an OAC match yet"
The nationally seventh ranked
doubles team of Savitt and Morlidge pounded Denison' first doubs
giving Wooster the
duo
victory. The undefeated second
doubles tandum of Baka and Peter3
son followed with a tight
conquest, increasing their consecutive winning streak to four
matches.
Denison gained some solace as their third doubles team
outlasted Hart and Hetrick to win
).
4 in the twilight All
6
three Scot doubles teams displayed

FOOTBALL

COACHES ASSOCIATION
bring their season record to
However, even with the wins regisAND. THE COLLEGE
tered the Scots have not been
FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
playing up to par.
OVER RULE PROHIBITAgainst the Kenyon Lords. WoosDRAFTING OF UNING
ter was unable to control the pace
DERGRADE.
of the game and take advantage of
A week after a judge ordered the
short-live- d
leads. In the. first halt
to drop its ban on signing
USFL
the Scots had a 3 lead with three executed;lerK"i,e,tst'
players whose' class' hasn't yet
minutes to .go, only to have a one
The Scots win tit the road this graduated, the USFL claimed the
goal lead at half, and a repeat weekend to play Midwest Lacrosse associations similar ban "cut us
performance occurred at the end of Association foes. Notre Dame and off from our product"
.The leagwe sued oa behalf of
the game 'although Wooster held on Lake Forest Last year the Scots former
Illinois player Kenneth Dur-rel- l.
to win
were victorious over both squads.
who
USFL and the
The scoring was led once again However, both teams have im- National both theLeague
ruled was
by Junior Attackman Jim Deling proved greatly, so the battles win ineligible Football
to be drafted until later
with three goals and two assists. be hard fought
this year.
and Sophomore Attackman Peter If the Scots come home with a
Tne rules ' Twoteeuna'" under-- .
teams have
ads from proo football tea
Daney
goals
also
fired
la
three
of victories, then the home
1
JSOnttlftS accompanied by two assists. Junior pair
game on Wednesday, April IS
A court ruled a month ago the
Jimmy Applegate, the third Attack-ma- n against nationally ranked Ohio Oklahoma
Outlaws could sign
goal
a
unit,
Wesleyan wffl be for first place in
of this
contributed
Boris, and last week
Bob
and two assists. Senior Midfielders the MLA Conference. Fan support the New .Orleans
Breaker signed
Rob Toher and Jack ' Whiteford is encouraged at this game as it aupposertly-lnfllglhl- e
running back
By MARKET MacFADYEN
each scored a goal, while Steff could be the best the Midwest has Marcus Dupree to a S3 million
.and NORA LAND
contract :
This year's Scottie Softball team Stern threw in two goals. The to offer.
headed by first year Coach Deb
:s
V.
Stockham promises to be a good
one. The team is bolstered by nine
talented returnees and six promts-- .
ing newcomers.
The Scotties are led by
tains Barb Endel and Deb Bianco.
The returning players include Mar--k
ia Margevtdous. Sue Wagner.'Mar--t- y
Karojy. Barb Tubman. Dina
Dajani, Linda Schneider and' Nora.
Land. The newcomers include Jori '
Ellis, Shelia Dinan. Sue Loux, "Kar
en Johnson.. Marney. MacFadyen
'" r:
and Jodi Zimmerman.
The Scotties have been plagued ,
by injuries' fimess and lack of1
outdoor practice, which was. evident .in their opener against Hiram
.
College.
- a v.i:
. The Scottie lost both ends of a
doubleheader 2 and
Both
games were tarnished by errors .
and weak batting, Jut there wjer
some rgfiMghfy
Pitcher Barb Endel gave up only
one walk in fourteen innings and
went 2 for 3 from the box in the
first game. Deb Bianco, Sue Loux
and Sue Wagner were also 2 for 3.
Dijani pounded out two hits in .
four tries, and the Scottie cause
Scottie softball opened its season last,Tnesday against Eram. Wooster drprped both ends of
was powered by Barb Endel's and
the twinbilL Photograph by If are.lfUler.
Sue Wagner's doubles.
4--3.

--
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Scotties Second In GLCA's

tll

By DAVE BOOP
Wooster has an entire stable of
.
With temperatures in the '
hurdlers and sprinters ready to run
and barely a cloud in the this season and Saturday's permid-fourti-

'

Kenyon (87), Denison (60). Oberiin
(36) and Earlham 2S).
The women in the distance events
turned in some especially outstand- ing performances. Wooster took
second and third in the 10,000 meter
run via the efforts of Amy (Slim-burg- 's
42:57 and Jean DanowskJ's
43:14. Liz Koran and Becky Pickett
finished second and fourth respec.

.

-

'

tiveiy in the 3000 meter run. Iforan
clocked an 11:29 and Pickett a

"

-

.

,

11:34

"

Amy Smith and, Cathy Lovell
were within two seconds of one

another in the 1500 meter run.
Smith's 5:1 was good enough for
fourth while Lovell was just behind
in 5:18. Wooster runners dominated
the top three places In the 5.000
meter run. Lovell (19:21), Koran
(19:53), and Pickett (20:00).
teamed up for this impressive display of running.
The field events also contributed
needed points to the Scottie effort.
Angle Moretta, Carrie Bell,' and
Mary Beth Bentler captured the
second through fourth places in the
shot put They threw 3710". So't".
and 35'3" respectively. Senior
record holder Lynette Seigley finished second in the discus with a
throw of 1088".
.Wooster was well represented in
the high jump with Helen Rostad's
52". Jennifer Barton's 52", and
-

--

5.

Jennifer Grassman's

formance clearly skewed their
prowess. In the 100 meter hurdles
Laurie Campbell and Leslie Davis
teamed op for a fourth and fifth
(17.52 and 17.73).. Rostad and
Campbell finished within two seconds of each other in the 400 meter
relay to sneak off with a fifth and
sixth.
Shelley Sybrandt, Lisa Diment,
and Kathy Dubin (all freshmen),
ran outstanding 400 meter races to
place three", four and five. They all
hovered around the ' 1:02 range.
Davis' 13:08 in the 100 meter dash
put a smile on Coach Penney's face
as she took a second. The Davis
connection took a third and sixth in
the .200 meter dash. Leslie's 28.95
was slightly better than Barb's
27.20. The 4 X 400 meter relay
captured a second in 4.18 while the
4 X 100 took third in 53.38.
' The women hope to avoid a .
letdown this weekend as they take
ri
on two tough foes in Allegheny and
K alone. With an effort similar to Action from Saturday's home
this past weekend the women will 10-- 2. Photo by Ifarc UlUer.
bring out the best of these two
powerhouses.
v

By DAVID BOOP

The Scot track team took to the
road last Saturday for the OACrelays held at Denison University.
Despite the fine conditions, naay
OAC schools opted either to stay
home or participate in another
meet held at Otterbein. This left
only the host Big Red along with
Kenyon. Oberiin. and Wooster to
carry on with the competition.
Denison's .point total of 71 far
surpassed the second place Scots'
tally of 31. Oberiin and Kenyon
both lagged behind the frontrun-ner- s.
'-

-

By

-

iSa'

-

feM.w'

VH,

dash with Ifount
.,

PETE BOTTI

The Scot baseball team victimized itself with inconsistent play
this past week. Wooster whipped
Kount Union 10-- 2 on Saturday, but
fell prey to the soaring Ashland
Eagles on Sunday in a twinbill
Fortunately the squad rejuvenated itself and flogged Heidelberg
0--3.

3--9.

last Tuesday
.The weather conditions were not
at all favorable for both Mount and
Wooster. last Saturday due to a
fierce wind blowing in from the
outfield. However, the wind did not
impede ' Wooster's play as they
committed only one error the entire
game. Kount, on the other hand
muffed six plays, three of which
came in the fourth inning. The
Scots capitalized on the Raiders'
mistakes, crossing the plate five
'
.
times to take a 0 lead.
Dave Kajgankh aided the Wooster outburst in the fourth with one
of his four singles. Kike Berg and
Russ Miller lashed out singles to
help produce the end result five
.
runs..
After Kajganich and Miller both
reached first base on singles in the
sixth. Ken Brown stepped to, the
plate. Brown added some insurance
runs by belting a monsterous horn'
14-- 2.

Kark Lewis and Mark Bero leapt
into the afternoon sun for a second

in the high jump relay. Shearer.
Andy Baird, and Craig Eisenfelder
also placed second in the long Jump
relay.
;
Wooster's sprint medley relay
broke the existing track record, but
had to settle for second to Denison.
Don Dennis. Gary Ferner. Fred
Lumpkin and Brent SpruOl finished
third in the 800 meter relay despite
some' poor handoffs. The distance
medley was edged out for. second
by the squad from Oberiin. ' ' - The 3200 meter relay team of
Andy Baird. Bin Jackson, Vance
Russell and David Boon raced off
with a second place finish.
This week the .Scots .travel to.
Oberiin twice.; On Saturday they
take on Hiram. Ohio Wesleyan and
the host Yeomen.
On Tuesday powerful Otterbein
and others are tentatively1 scheduled to join Wooster on the track at

The lone Scot relay team of the
day to reign victorious was the
discus relay. The trio of Tom An--.
derson. Tim Scott, and Paul Savage
turned the trick in this event These
same men were to capture a third
in the shot put relay.
Savage, Scott and sophomore
Mark Bero gave the Scots a much
needed fourth in the javelin relay.
Tom Shearer. Oberiin.
The
.
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er. giving the Scots a commanding
10-- 1
lead. Mount scored an inconsequential run in the seventh and
final inning.
).
a senior
Drew Reynolds
captain and all OAC performer last
year, recorded the win, giving the
Scots their first OAC victory in as
many tries. Reynolds fanned
twelve Mount batters. ; U
The Scots'- - momentum was deflated on Sunday against Ashland
due to their lack of timely hits. The
diamondmen had a hit in every
inning, except the third, but could
not manufacture any runs.
"We had the right people up at
the right time, bet we couldn't hit;
we even out hit them (Ashland)."
lamented a frustrated Coach Pette--

(3-2-

-

was the losing
Tom Daly (3-innings,
Scot pitcher. He pitched
yielding five walks, three hits, and
three runs. Rick Walter worked the
remainder of the contest.
Perhaps because of the frustration of coming up empty in the first
2)

U

-

game. Wooster's caliber of play
deteriorated in the second game.
Rick Sforzo, who had not pitched in
a while, was on the mound for the
Scots.

.

"Rick is a much better pitcher
than his showing indicated: he did

not have his good stuff. Ee wasnt
effective." said PettorinL
Sforzo surrendered three walls
and five runs in four iariri cf
work. Todd Kllpatrick and Tom
Kaehls worked the rest of the way.
Last Tuesday Wooster atoned for
their slipshod performance against
Ashland with a 14-- 2 sUughteriag of
the Heidelberg Stadeet Priaees.
The Scots got good lumber ea the
ball as they pounded out eleven
bits, three of them homemna. Rick
SUvmskl accounted for two cf tie
blasts and racked ep six HHI's.
r.
while Brown belted the ether
Killer ripped three tils in
four
Row Hatfield got the win. boosting bis record to a perfect
fanned seven EeLieerx
batters. . .;-The Scots moved to 1 overall,
and 2-- in league action. MOer KLls
made all good plays except Ce eae
(and only) error on the last ilsy cf
the game said PettorinL TLis
win should give as a boost for next
week's games' he added. ' - . - ,
The Scots "face three OAC orpo-aen- ts
next. week.. Tomorrow tiey
travel to Okie Northern for a
bleheader. on Sunday tasrie wiJi
host Kenyon, and next Tuesiiy
travel to Baldwin-Wallacfour-bagge-

at-bat- s.
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Union. The Scots pounded the Purple Raiders
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Inconsistent Scots Drop Twinbill

Wooster Surpassed At Denison
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Grass-man- 's

181" long jump effort
lected her a third place finish. :
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sky. the Women's track team hosted the GLCA meet this past Satur-day. Six squads competed in the
event with Woosters 154 points
falling Just short of Ohio Weslay-an'- s
1S7. The Scotties outpaced
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Men's Volleyball Club Improves
quality this weekend. The team
showed its ability to learn from
mistakes and climb oat of touch
situations.
Even- - though the men played
weak volleyball at the Eaxlham
College tournament on Saturday,
losing all three games quickly, they
bounced back to play their best
volleyball ever in a Sunday tournament at Ball State University. In
this tournament they placed first in
round robin play and made it to the
semifinals of the playoffs. In the

semifinals they lost to Indiana

State University.
In the Earlham tournament the
men just "did not play" according
to coach Pant Smith. Their concentration was low and they did not
focus as a team unit. Nobody par
ticularty stood out at this tournament. On Sunday, however. Mthe
whole team stood out" remarked
coach Smith.

Hart Panel

Continued from Page 1
pregnant teenagers who decide to

carry their pregnancy to term.

His opposition to the Solomon
Amendment was also explained
with an emphasis on pay increases
and better officer training as incentives to join the armed forces.
Finally. Senator Hart's tax policies were discussed, as well as
social security, energy alternatives, and the possibility of a female running-matThe purpose of the panel was to
inform Wooster students of important issues in Senator Gary Hart's
campaign for the presidency.
Students for Hart continues to
support an issues baaed campaign
and encourages students to become
well versed in the issues and policies of Senator Hart's campaign.
e.

GARY PETERSON, Short Counts.
By becoming a part of Student

Activities Board I hope that I am
now in a position to directly monitor feedback from students concerning the types of programs that
The College campus desires most.
I take this responsibility very
seriously. I first became a part of
SJLB. last year when Sue Jones,
the former chairperson, asked me
to become involved in short
courses.
That intitial involvement in
SJLB. has been one of the most
rewarding experiences of my college career and has also led me to
become the chairperson of that
committee myself.
Short courses are unique in that
they consist of individual classes
alternative
taken by students as
to the academic pressures at The
--

College.
They offer relaxation, enjoyment
and stimulation, which are three
things that I believe we all need
here at Wooster.
The direction of Short Courses
this coming year will be somewhat
different from previous years in
that I plan to eliminate many of the

archaic, less popular courses, replacing them with newer more
popular ones. I welcome all suggestions for this coming year and look
forward to a fun and eventful 1SM-&- S
school year.
My box number is
if you
have any suggestions!
C-25-

07
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For tho Indox

Coach Smith feels that it was
"really exciting to watch them play
so well." The team played as a
cohesive unit with mental tactics
far above what they have -exhibited
in past tournament play.
The main problem with the semifinal round at this tournament was
that Wooster was forced to sit out
for two hours before that game and
Indiana State did not. This gave
Indiana State a big advantage because they were warmed up and
had a mental rhythm going. Wooster "took too much time to get
mentally back into the game, even
though they played well towards
the end." remarked team Captain
Steve Webster.
This Saturday the dub again
travels to Earlham College to participate in qualifying tournament
for the Midwestern Intercollegiate
VoUeybaU Association finals.To
qualify, the team must place in the
top two out of the six teams participating in the tournament.
RUSSELL WELCBLX. Travel

Be a

graph

group photo!

all-scho- ol

The picture will be taken on the
football practice field behind Lowry.
4:00 p.m. Sunday, April 15

people: Show at 3: SO for an additional group photo.

Off-camp-us

SAB Chairpersons

COLLY ZAPF, Speakers and Top-

Offer New Ideas
I

ics Committee. Traveling and
studying abroad last semester gave
me a much greater awareness of

Page
JOB r0SS. Musical EntertainPAT PARKER. Slack Forum. The ment. The musical Entertainment
numerCommittee is
increased involvement and
with SJLB. has enabled ous events west year, along with
Black Forum to elevate the educa- Alexander's Feast in the falL
The batik of ear eCerts are being
tional status of the entire Wooster
put into a revision of the present
community.
This is the second year that I DJ. system at fchabods.
We are in the process of organishave been chairperson of Black
Forum and I think I have better ing a selection committee to hire
learned to program for the needs of D.J.'s on a regular basis as emContinued from

Com-

mute. I

part of our

co-sponsor- ing

eo-spon-ser-ship

am presently a junior
Business Economics major chairing the Travel Committee.
This is the first Involvement I
have had with SJLB.
The travel committee is in its
second year and is designed to
offer students the chance to visit

the vital role which lectures and
cultural events play in a
education.
Ify goal as chairperson is to
raise The College's awareness of
social Issues and to provide stimulating entertainment for the campus.
The committee anticipates a program of entertainment events and
n
speakers which run the
gamut from controversial to hu- -

well-round-ed

............

well-know-

ployees of Ichabod's. .
educational recreational places the Wooster community.
afore details about this process Committee members include:
away from the College campus.
I do believe that SJLB. and its
Scott Piepho, Diane Weiss, Susan
chairs can work for the 'College win be published to the future.
The travel committee has providPlease send me Prophater, Angela Adams, David
Ify box is
alterna- community and program in coned three major
and Elisabeth Bacon. Ify
tives this semester to places in cordance with Wooster students any questions or suggestions re- Paul,
hoxisC-313Ohio as well as other places in the needs. Any input into the Black garding Performing Arts.
Forum Committee is greatly enUnited States.
I hope that many people take couraged. Box
C-2S- SX

off-camp- us

3.

C-24-

S.

advantage of the opportunity to see JENNIFER
PARKER. Film
Box
this beautiful little
nxittee. Over the past year the film
program has improved immensely
and Tim aimer and I are excited
BYRON ELLIOTT, Public Rela- about refining the program
and'
tions. I first became involved in the movie selection process even more.
Student's Activities Board when I
I became interested in the posiwas just a freshman and have since tion
of the film
of
gotten involved again. (It was not a committee
through my exposure as
mistake).
one of its paid projectionists.
I felt then, as I do now, that I am
We, the new
not only enriching my own life by would
like your input in selecting
this participation, but also enabling films and
would appreciate any
other Wooster students to do the helpful suggestions
or comments
same by providing interesting concernig the weekend
film proevents that everyone may enjoy.
gram here on campus. Jennifer
The success of this operation is
Box
contingent, however, upon the re- Parker.
sponse and involvement that we get BARBARA PAWG,DAWN HAG3-IGUSpecial Events. I am an
from members of the College
International student from uong
Spe
My position involves writing arti Kong and wfil be
cles for the voice and Daily cial Events committee wsa uawn
Record, such as this one, as wen as flagMgM- insuring that students have very
I am also s sophomore Business
opportunity to express their con- Economics major.
cerns regarding the- - campus proThe first SJLB. activity that. I
ever participated In was the winter
gramming unit.
One way in which the Public Carnival (presently Winter Olympics) my freshman year and that
Relations Committee hopes to
that students are well in- was a motivating factor behind my
formed about upcoming events will Joining SJLB.
I was impressed by the organizabe through the addition of a campus events phone line that wfl- relay tion and was determined to play
thevday or weeks most important my part
events to campus callers. This Special Events Committee gives
service will take effect next semes- me the opportunity to extend my
ter and the campus extension win imagination and creativity by to
renting my own 'special events.
be 2333.
The computer Dance is ear first
or
any
concerns
you
have
If
requests of the Board please notify step toward this goal and we still
have lets of ideas planned for next
me tborugh my box,
You may also stop by SJLB., or year.
This includes Casino night. Costhe Director's Office personally.
tume Party, weekend activities in
I'm sure that the people In both Lowry
Center, and many many
offices will be happy to discuss
more.
anyone.
matters with
My box Is
send along any
if you have any
if v box is
concerns or suggestions please let suggestions or Ideas that you may
have concerning the committee
me know.

Matsos

get-awa-y.

C-301-
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By AMY H. WEISBERGER
The Men's Volleyball Club made
drastic improvements in its playing
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